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**Objectives**

1. **Prepositioning**  
   **Objective:** Agree on the main questions and drivers to act upon for the next 24 months and identify potential first steps.

2. **Prepositioning**  
   **Objective:** Awareness rising and advocacy towards more collaborative prepositioning (1.2.3.1 & 1.2.3.2 of the SIP)

3. **Prepositioning**  
   **Objective:** Recommended methodologies to consider to improve prepositioning at regional and National levels (3.2.1.2 and 3.2.3.1 of the SIP)

4. **Global Preparedness WG reinitiated**  
   **Objective:** Definition of a Prepositioning WG ToR’s (1.3.1.3 of the SIP)
Stock Take
list one or two main challenges for regional prepo

list one or two main challenges for national prepo

list one or two main problems about prepo in general

list one or two opportunities to explore about prepo

Indicate something that should change about prepo or something that should not change

indicate one or two factors we should consider more when defining prepo
2 Groups Work
Group 1: (main room)

Discuss potential ways forward to strengthen the link between Regional prepositioning hub and National prepositioning.

Define a rapporteur to feed back into plenary and for follow up discussion.
Group 2 : (main room)

What are the problems to tackle to increase collaboration between prepositioning agencies and therefore overall efficiency?

Define a rapporteur to feed back into plenary and for follow up discussion
Group 3 : (Room Trastevere)

What technical solutions or alternative partners we should consider to improve prepositioning?

Define a rapporteur to feed back into plenary and for follow up discussion
Group 4 : (Room Ripa)

What could be the alternatives to prepositioning or what could be the factors to consider more when defining prepo strategies?

Define a rapporteur to feed back into plenary and for follow up discussion